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CELL DIVISION 

Cell division is a process which leads to cell multiplication. 

It occurs in both plants and animals. Original cells which undergo division are known as parent 

cells and the new on ones resulting from division are known as daughter cells. 

There are two types of cell division i.e. Mitosis (mitotic cell division) which occurs in somatic 

cells leading to growth and developments and Meiosis (meiotic cell division) which occurs in 

reproductive cells leading to production of gametes (sex cells). 

MITOSIS  

Each of us began as a single cell, so one important question is: 

How did that single cell develop into a body with more than a trillion cells? 

The production of such a large number of body cells is accomplished by many, many repeats of a cycle of 

cell division in which one cell divides to form two cells, then each of these cells divides resulting in a 

total of four cells, etc.  Thus, repeated cell division is needed for growth and development. 

The type of cell division that produces almost all the cells in our bodies is called mitosis. Mitosis 

is the cell division in which two identical daughter cells are produced by the division of one parent cell.   

Each of the daughter cells needs to have a complete set of chromosomes containing an exact 

copy of all the DNA in the original cell. 

Stages of mitosis 

1) Interphase (resting stage of the parent cell) During this stage the following happens to 

prepare a cell for nuclear division) 

In this stage the cell builds up energy reserve in form of ATP 

It also builds up food/nutrient reserve 

Replication of DNA also takes place in the chromosomes. i.e the amount of DNA is doubled 

There is synthesis/replication of new cell organelles/structures eg mitochondria, endoplasmic 

reticulum, centrioles, chloroplasts etc 
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Early prophase 

 Chromosomes become visible as long thin entangled threads in the nucleus. 

 The nucleolus begins to shrink and centrioles move to the opposite ends of the cell  

 

Late prophase 

 Chromosomes shorten and they can be seen to comprise of 2 chromatid joined at the 

centromere 

 Nucleolus disappears  

 Nuclear membrane breaks up and disappears 

 

Early metaphase 
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 Spindle fibres are formed. They radiate from the centrioles at the opposite poles 

 Chromosomes arrange them selves at the centre of the spindle or equatorial plane 

Late metaphase 

Spindle fibres contract and shorten, separating the sister chromatids of each chromosome slightly 

at the centromere. 

 

Anaphase 

Sister chromatids of each chromosome begin to move to the opposite poles/ends of the cell and 

reach their respective poles. This movement is facilitated by the contraction/shortening of the 

spindle fibres. 
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Early telophase 

 Chromatids become chromosomes after reaching their poles 

 The cell membrane starts to constrict at the centre so that the cell is divided into two 

daughter cells. 

Late telophase. 

 Constriction of the cell membrane is completed 

 Nuclear membrane and nucleolus reform in each cell 

 Spindle fibres disappear 

 Chromosomes become invisible thread like structures and each cell enters the inter phase. 

 

 

Introduction to meiosis  

Meiosis is a type of cell division which involves reduction in the amount of genetic material and 

production of reproductive cells (eggs and sperm). 

Meiosis is very similar to mitosis. The major difference is that meiosis consists of two divisions, 

meiosis I and meiosis II. In meiosis I, homologous chromosomes forms pair at the metaphase 

plate, and then the homologues chromosomes migrate to opposite poles. In meiosis II, the 
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chromosomes spread across the metaphase plate and sister chromatids separate and migrate to 

opposite poles. Thus, meiosis II is similar to mitosis. 

Stages of meiosis 

 Prophase I 

Homologous chromosomes appear in the nucleus  

Homologous chromosomes pair up and each pair is called a bivalent 

Some chromatids of homologous chromosomes may wrap around each other and become joined 

break and rejoin at points of intersection called chiasmata. 

 This causes crossing-over with exchange of chromatid material between chromosomes from the 

parents. This leads to new combination of genes in the sex cells. 

 

 

 

 

Mataphase I 

Homologous chromosomes arrange themselves on the equator of the spindle 

Segements of chromatids have been exchanged by breakage and subsequent rejoining (crossing 

over) 

 

 

 

 

Anaphase I 

Spindle fibres contract and shorten; they uncouple the homologous chromosomes and pull them 

to the opposite sides. 

(i.e one chromosome in each pair is pulled to the opposite ends of the cell.) 
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Telophase I 

Spindle fibres disappear 

The cell divides into two daughter cells, each with half the number of chromosomes as compared 

to the mother cell 

NB: the nuclear membrane may not be formed and the daughter cells go directly meiotic division 

II. 

Meiosis II is similar to regular mitotic division. It includes Prophase II, metaphase II, anaphase 

II, and telophase II. 

 

 

 

 Prophase II: 

 

 Nuclear membranes breaks and new spindle fibres occur 

 

 

 

 

 Metaphase II:  

Chromosomes arrange them selves singly on the equator of the cell 

Spindle fibres bind to both sides of centromeres 

 

Anaphase II 

As Spindle fibres contacts they splits the centromeres and pulls sister chromatids to opposite 

poles. 
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Telophase II 

The cell constrict along the middle. 

Nuclear membrane re-forms around four sets of daughter chromosome giving rise to four haploid cells 

which are not identical to the parent cell. 

 

  

Differences between Mitosis and Meiosis 

Mitosis Meiosis 

Single cell division Two cell divisions i.e meiotic division I and 

meiotic division two 

Two daughter cells are formed Four daughter cell are formed 

Daughter cells are identical to the parent cell Daughter cells  not identical to the parent cell 

Results into the formation of diploid daughter 

cells 

Results int the formation of haploid daughter 

cells  

There is no crossing over and therefore no 

variation 

Chiasmata form and crossing over may occur 

and genetic material exchanged leading to 

variation 

There is no pairing of chromosomes to form 

bivalents 

There is pairing of chromosomes to form 

bivalents 

Takes place in somatic/body cells Takes place in reproductive cells 

Leads to growth Leads to gametes formation 

 

Importance/significance of Mitosis 

1. Mitosis leads to growth. When new cells formed increase in number, growth occurs. 

2. When cells are damaged or die in the body, they are replaced when existing cells divide 

by mitosis. 
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3. Mitosis is the basis of the asexual mode of reproduction in organisms like bacteria, 

amoeba when they under go binary fission. 

Importance/significance of meiosis 

1. Results in gamete formation enabling reproduction to take place in organisms which 

reproduce sexually. 

2. It allows genetic variation in organisms since there is crossing over which leads to mixing 

of genes. 

3.  Since meiosis results in the formation of haploid gametes, it ensures formation of diploid 

organisms after fertilization every generation hence maintaining the chromosome number 

of a species/ensuring continuity of a species. 
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